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Dear Dr. Nowak,

I am writing on your request for an evaluation of the habilitation thesis of Dr. Grigor Sargsyan

Let me start by saying that Dr. Sargsyan is easily the foremost expert, worldwide, on descriptive

inner model theory. His reputation as a leading researcher was established early on, through his

thesis, that expanded the the core model induction method to levels that had previously been

completelv beyond reach. His thesis was a paradigm shifb in the area, and earned him several

awards including the Sacks Prize for the best dissertation in mathematical logic.

His work after the Ph.D. maintained the same exceptionally high standards of achievements and

ingenuity, and he has continued to be a leader in the field, constantly pushing the core model
induction, and descriptive inner model theory, to new heights.

In particular, the specific papers that form his habilitation thesis are groundbreaking on several

fronts.

The papers (1) and (4), covering with universally Baire operators, and covering with Chang models

over derived models, introduce a new alxtract ways to view the question of covering, which is

one of the key goals of the constructions of inner models, and an essential step in applications
to consistency results. In (1), Sargsyan phrases a conjecture that incorporates several covering

options for hybrid rnice. Each of the options would tlpically suffice for applications to consistency

strengths. He then conjectures that either one ofthese options holds, or else there is an inner model

with superstrong cardinals, a very substantial large cardinal axiom, and the ultimate (but stil1 far
a\4/ay) goal of many key questions in descriptive inner models theory. In (4), something related is

done but now the covering model is a model of determinac% obtained as a symmetric extension
with the novel addition of all countable subsets of a fixed ordinal. In both cases he shows that the
covering conjectures would have substantial applications to the central consistency strength goals

of inner models theory. While the conjectures themselves remairl open, he proves them in some

settings: he shows that the conjecture from (1) holds up to a very high level of the determinacy
hierarchy (ADm + O regular), and he shows that the conjecture from (2) holds in HOD mice.

The paper (2), Translation procedures in descriptive inner modei theory, develops a general trans-
lation mechanism between the standard inner models for large cardinals (called miee), and the
more sophisticated ones that incorporate iteration strategies and capture the HOD inner models

of universes satisfying determinacy (called HOD-mi,ce). This allows him to translate strength from
determinacy to standard large cardinal axioms. As an application he answers a question of Wilson
on the consistency strength of the existence of stationarily many ,\ for which the derived model
reaches at least the second step in the Solovay hierarchy. One direction of the consistency result was

known, due to Woodin. Sargsyan's work provides the other direction (the one involving descriptive
inner models theory, which has been open for a longer period).



The papers (3) and (6). Tanre failures of the unique branches hypothesis and models of ADm + O
is regu1a,r, and Non-tarne mice from tarne failures of the Uuique Blanches |Iypotiresis, address the
Lini,qu,e Branch,es Hypottresis (UBH), a central statemelt in inner modeis theory, about the existence
of cofinal branches through iteration trees, learling to inell-fbunded direct limits. For the purpose of
applications in inner model theory, there is no halur in irnposing r,-arious niceness restrictions on the
iteration trees. Tarneness in tlis context is one such restrictiori. Tire trvpothesis still fails for tame
trees, by u'ork of \\,.oodin. But tlie work in these papers shows tliat such a failure requires large
cardinais. Paper (6). joint with Nam Trang, shows that a failure of UBH for tame trees lequires
at least a model of deteruiinacy reaching the second step in the Solovay hierarchy. Tire paper (3)
(by Sargsyan as single autiror) irnproves this and shor.vs that for such a faililre one nceds to go

essentiallr,' as far as the current rnethods of irurer no<lels theorv can reach.

The paper (5), Nontame molrse ft'orn a failure cif squa,re at a singular strong limit. adriress one of
the key questiols in iriner rnodels tireory, the consistenclr 51t'"rr*rir of a fallule of the combinatorial
principle squaire. This question has a vcry iong history. and is especiaily important, because square
plal's a role in many- consistency results, including for example the results on the proper forcirig
axiom. Sargsya,n shows that a failure of square requires reaching a,t lcast the second step in the
Sotrovay hierarircy. This is the best result on this question kirown to datc.

Overall, the papers provide a substantial body of contributions to urathematics, at the forefront
of research in descriptive inner modeis theory. They are original, detailed, deep, and cornplex. Il
man)r cases they obttrin the best rcsults currently known, further solidifying Sargsyan reputation
as ttre leadirrg researcher in his field. I think they cornbirre to rnake {br a habilitation of the highest
caliber.
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